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Course title: Academic reading and writing 

Purpose - what study or research need will be met? 

This session is designed to give participants a strategic approach to managing a large volume of reading, and to offer guidance on planning, structuring, and 

getting starting with academic writing. 

Target audience 

Undergraduates and masters students (but open to all) 

Learning outcome(s) - what will participants know or be able to do by the end of the session? 

 use strategic reading techniques to sift, evaluate and assimilate material quickly and efficiently 
 recognise and deploy academic structural conventions appropriate to their discipline 
 manage the processes of essay planning and writing  
 use appropriate techniques to break through writer’s block  

ANCIL learning bands 

Practical skill  

 Skim reading and scanning techniques to evaluate academic material  
 Timed writing and free-writing techniques 
 Academic phrase bank tool (http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/) 

Subject context  

 Recognising the structural conventions of academic work; recognising and articulating disciplinary differences in those conventions 

Advanced information-handling 

 Developing awareness of the close and iterative relationship between reading, planning, and writing 

Learning to learn 

 Applying the concept of writing as thinking - a vital ingredient in synthesis and contribution to knowledge 

 



Practicalities 

Format and duration of session 

Two-hour workshop [NB originally run as one-hour session - definitely not enough time!] 

Venue layout 

Boardroom or café style 

Equipment  

Students bring an article of their choice plus writing materials 

Spare paper, pens, spare articles; blank postcards; timer 

 

Content 

Materials 

‘How to read 10 books in an hour’ handout (http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/courses/Documentation/10_books_an_hour.pdf) 

‘Essay writing survival guide’ handout (http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/courses/Documentation/essay_writing.pdf) 

Sample from Manchester phrasebank 

Active and reflective components  - what will the participants do to reinforce or explore what they learn? 

 Small-group icebreaker: what aspect of reading and/or writing are you most concerned about? (5 minutes, share generally with class) 

 Skim reading exercise: practise the technique (5 minutes, individually) 

 Latent expertise exercise: swap articles with person next to you (must be from a different discipline). Repeat skim reading (5 minutes). 
What are the major differences in (i) structure (ii) expression (iii) language? If you had to rewrite the second article in the ‘mode’ of your 
discipline, how would you change it? 

 Free writing exercise: 5 minutes’ writing without stopping, editing or spellchecking 

 Reflection: write yourself a postcard (internal address only!) listing three things you want to take away from today’s class (presenter to 
send after 1 week) - final 5 minutes of session 

Assessment and feedback mechanism - formative and/or summative 

>> How to give participants a means of assessing their own writing that they can take away with them?? 

  



The institutional picture 

Which ANCIL strands are represented in the session content?  

Major focus: 

3: Academic literacies - strategic reading, writing conventions by discipline;  

9: Synthesis and knowledge creation - role of reading, notemaking and writing in synthesis and innovative thinking 

Minor focus: 

8: Presenting and communicating - role of voice and expression in subject context  

 

Where does this session dovetail with other provision in the University? 

GDP: ‘Editing your academic writing’; writing skills summer school; speed reading classes 

Student writing groups 

College writing fellows 

RSP: ‘How to find things on your reading list’; ‘Managing your information’ 

 

 


